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Author's response to reviews:

1) We added a title page with names, institutions, countries and email addresses of all authors and the full postal address of the submitting author.
2) Affiliations are reported as described in your e-mail
3) In the abstract: snaking was corrected to snacking
4) "Mr A" was replaced by "the patient" or "he"
5) A less conversational tone was adopted: in the introduction The sentence Although I see the cues, I feel less attracted by them, sometimes I say to myself "hey, I went past the baker's and have only just noticed" was replaced by:
   He reported that although he saw the cues he felt less attracted by them, sometimes even failing to notice them.
6) The sentence "He did not engage in extramarital affairs"
   was replaced by:
   "Furthermore he did not have any extra marital sexual relations other than through prostitution."
7) The phrase "journals linked to previous sexual relations.." was replaced by:
   "The subject reported that seeing sexual advertisements or passing through streets where prostitutes work..."
8) Competing interests:
   The authors declare that they have no competing interests
9) Authors' contributions:
   Authors' contributions
   YK has made important contributions to the case observation, the conception of the manuscript and its redaction.
   DFZ has been involved in drafting the manuscript and has revised the main intellectual content.
   All authors have read and approved the final manuscript.